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1 Executive Summary 
 

With vast reserves of water and a global subsurface ocean, Europa serves as a model for 

potentially-habitable worlds, far outside the so-called 'Goldilocks' zone. The opportunities to 

expand the horizons of planetary science and better understand potential environments for 

extraterrestrial life demand exploration. To this end, at the behest of JPL, the University of 

Michigan initiated a detailed investigation to determine the feasibility of conducting multi-

frequency magnetic induction sounding of Europa’s interior structure, utilizing a magnetometer 

payload aboard a 3U CubeSat. 

 

Designed to accompany the Europa Clipper spacecraft, this CubeSat would complement Europa 

Clipper’s capabilities by providing multi-period dwell times for the highest amplitude inducing 

fields at Europa enabling high fidelity magnetic induction sounding at multiple frequencies. 

Conversely, Europa Clipper enables a long dwell magnetic induction sounding mission by 

providing critical data on the Jovian magnetosphere and plasma conditions upstream of Europa. 

This symbiotic relationship makes Europa Clipper the perfect vehicle for this mission enabling 

considerable synergism while enhancing Europa Clipper’s capabilities. 

 

This report finds that the proposed science mission and spacecraft operations are technologically 

feasible using heritage instruments and technologies. Systems analyses, including spacecraft 

response to the Jovian thermal and radiation environments, indicate it is possible to achieve the 

minimum operational lifetime required to execute multi-frequency magnetic induction sounding 

utilizing a fluxgate magnetometer similar to that employed by the Rosetta mission. Analysis of a 

variety of propulsive maneuvers utilizing cold-gas propulsion systems indicate that none are able 

to achieve Europa proximity for sufficient duration. Subsystem design concepts for a 3U CubeSat 

orbiter are presented, showcasing feasibility for all elements except propulsion. The report 

concludes with an analysis of existing propulsion technologies capable of enabling a CubeSat 

probe to successfully execute the proposed mission. 
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2 Introduction 

2.1 Commissioning the Europa CubeSat Concept Study  
Europa, a world of water and ice, raises questions of profound importance to planetary evolution 

and the persistence of habitable worlds: How deep is Europa’s subsurface ocean? How long can it 

persist? Is there a direct lithospheric interface with the ocean? What is the resulting salinity? These 

are the questions posed by the scientific community through the Decadal Survey in “Visions and 

Voyages for Planetary Science in the Decade 2013 - 2022” (National Academies, 2011). 

 

 
Figure 1. Suspected composition of Europa’s interior, 

hinting at the possible conditions to support life 

(Scharf, 2013)  

 

In response to JPL Competitive Request for Proposal (RFP) “Europa CubeSat Concept Study”1 a 

research group from the University of Michigan (UM) submitted the proposal “Europa Clipper 

Concept Study: Characterizing Subsurface Oceans with a CubeSat Magnetometer Payload.”2 

Selected for award under a Research Support Agreement3, the UM research group investigated the 

feasibility of placing a 3U CubeSat with a magnetometer payload in Europa proximity to conduct 

magnetic induction sounding with the goal of answering the questions above, specifically: How 

deep is Europa’s ocean, and what is its salinity? 

 

This report summarizes the results of that feasibility study and presents the scientific and 

engineering feasibility of accomplishing the stated mission goals within JPL-imposed constraints 

and environmental limitations. This report does not explore the cost, scheduling, or management 

of such a mission. While valuable for an advanced mission concept study, such information would 

                                                           
1 See Appendix A for JPL RFP No. SS06-30-14 

2 See Appendix B for full text of original proposal “Europa Clipper Concept Study: Characterizing Subsurface Oceans 

with a CubeSat Magnetometer Payload” 

3 See Appendix C for Research Support Agreement 1513471 
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exceed client requirements, and would be difficult to address in a meaningful manner at this stage 

of project development. 

 

2.2 Structure of this Report 
Within this report, an overview of the science mission is presented, followed by the results of a 

detailed feasibility analysis. The selected mission architecture -- an orbiter -- is presented in terms 

of top-level requirements, traceability, concept of operations, and an overview of the engineering 

feasibility of each subsystem. The report concludes with a recommendation to implement the 

CubeSat mission, including an out-of-scope propulsion system to enable successful orbital 

insertion and achieve mission success. 

 

2.3 Science Mission Overview 

Discovery of a subsurface ocean through induced magnetic fields 

The strongest evidence for Europa’s subsurface ocean was provided by the Galileo spacecraft 

which revealed distortions in Jupiter’s magnetosphere near Europa consistent with a strong 

induced magnetic dipole. The existence of a strong induced dipole requires a global spherical 

conductor and given the strength of the measured field, the most plausible candidate is a global 

subsurface ocean with conductivity, and therefore salinity, approximating that of Earth’s oceans. 

The existence of this induced field provides an opportunity to employ magnetic induction 

sounding, a technique for measuring the conductivity and depth of a conductive body subject to a 

time varying magnetic field. In this instance, the conductive body is Europa’s subsurface ocean, 

and the time varying field is supplied by Jupiter’s strong magnetospheric field. 

 

Magnetic Induction Sounding 

The technique of magnetic induction sounding relies on Faraday’s law of electromagnetic 

induction (∇𝑥𝐸 = −
𝜕𝐵

𝜕𝑡
). A time varying magnetic field produces an electric field with non-zero 

curl that drives eddy currents in conductors, these eddy currents in turn give rise to secondary 

magnetic fields whose strength and phase relationship to the inducing field are governed by the 

conductor’s depth, thickness, and conductivity. In the case of spherical conductors, the induced 

fields are dipolar. 
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Figure 2: (a) Left: Io as a solid body conductor (Europa responds similarly), with 

time-varying primary field (blue), time-varying component of the primary field (black 

solid) & induced field (black dotted) generated by eddy currents (green) (Jia, 2011); 

and (b) Right: Induced field lies in equatorial plane is elliptically polarized 

(Khuranna 2002). 
 

Europa is bathed in a variety of time varying fields. The largest of these oscillations is produced 

by Jupiter’s tilted dipole which sweeps across Europa at a synodic frequency of 11.1 hours. As the 

name suggests, the frequency of this oscillation is the result of both Jupiter’s rotational period (~10 

hrs) and Europa’s prograde orbit about Jupiter (~85 hours). As Europa moves through Jupiter’s 

tilted dipole field, the direction of the primary field rotates in the Europa’s body frame about 

Europa’s spin axis (pictured in Figure 2). This produces an induced dipole whose moment co-

rotates with the primary field, antiparallel to the time-varying component of the primary field. 

  

A second major field oscillation, though substantially smaller in amplitude, arises from Europa’s 

orbital eccentricity. As Europa moves along its orbit, its separation distance from Jupiter increases 

and decreases periodically, causing Europa to experience a time varying field with constant 

direction but varying strength, primarily along its spin axis at Europa’s orbital period (~85 hrs). 

This induces a dipole whose moment is aligned with Europa’s spin axis but periodically varies in 

strength in response to the temporal field gradient. While Europa is exposed to several additional 

time varying fields, those described above are of primary interest given their magnitude. 

 

Multi-Frequency Induction Sounding of Europa’s Subsurface Ocean 

The magnetic field observations provided by Galileo, like those that will be provided by Europa 

Clipper, are limited in their capacity to support useful induction sounding by the short duration of 

observations made during a typical flyby. Time series taken over the course of minutes cannot be 

used to effectively characterize signals with periods from 10 to 100 hours. Furthermore, 

observations of a single frequency cannot be inverted to uniquely determine both the conductivity 

and thickness of the ocean independently. Nevertheless, if both synodic and orbital frequencies are 

observed for an extended period, for example two complete periods of the orbital signal (~170 

hrs), the data can be used to characterize the product of conductivity and thickness independently 

for each frequency. This data can then be cross referenced to determine conductivity and thickness 

uniquely. 
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Figure 3: Contours of induced field generated by two separate 

frequencies of changing magnetic field (dB/dt). 11.1 hr synodic 

frequency in black and 85.2 hr orbital period in silver (Khurana 2002) 

 

By plotting the amplitude and phase lag of each induced dipole, a contour plot can be created that 

highlights where these two frequencies agree. For example, if the CubeSat magnetometer detects 

an induced dipole amplitude of 235 nT at the 11.1 hr period and an amplitude of 11 nT at the 85.2 

hr period, the intersection of these inductive responses can be located in Figure 6; the intersection 

defining the conductivity and thickness of Europa’s subsurface ocean. This is the goal for which 

this feasibility study has been developed. In order to achieve this science goal, specific objectives 

must be met. These objectives are listed below. 

 

2.4 Science Mission Objectives 

The following mission objectives enable multi-frequency induction sounding through 

measurement of Europa’s magnetic environment and are critical to uniquely determining the depth, 

thickness, and salinity of Europa’s subsurface ocean. 

 

Close Proximity: Remain within one Europa radius (1,560 km) of the surface to detect the induced 

dipoles, whose field strength is inversely proportional to the cube of the radial distance, 

against the background noise. 

 

Mission Duration: Remain operational for at least two 85.2 hour periods (7.1 days) plus additional 

time required for subsequent comms window with Europa Clipper to ensure accurate 

characterization of field oscillations and guarantee the communication of the data. 
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Payload: Operate a magnetometer capable of resolving 0.1 nT magnetic fields at 0.1 Hz with 

position and attitude determination suite for the duration of the science mission, and store 

data for transmission to Europa Clipper. 

 

Coordinated Observation: Coordinate observations of Europa’s induced magnetic dipole with 

those of the Jovian magnetosphere and plasma sheet made by Europa Clipper to ensure 

accurate modeling of inducing fields and plasma interaction fields. 

 

Communications: Communicate data to Europa Clipper for retransmission to Earth. 

  

2.5 Traceability Matrix 

  
 

2.6 Science Mission Feasibility 

Despite the straight-forward conceptual nature of the science described in the preceding sections, 

a number of important questions remain regarding whether the data gathered by the proposed 

CubeSat mission, once returned to Earth, could actually produce the desired information and 

achieve the science goals. Each of these questions is laid out below with a summary answer. 

 

Can the constant and oscillating components of Jupiter’s magnetospheric field be determined and 

subtracted from the magnetic field data set? 

 Yes, observation of the Jovian magnetosphere provided by Europa Clipper in Europa’s near 

and far field will provide the necessary data to characterize the background Jovian field at 

Europa’s orbit. 

  

Can the fields of interest be distinguished from plasma interaction fields? 

 Yes, provided data taken within one Europa radius ensuring high signal strength and upstream 

plasma characterization by Europa Clipper, the plasma interaction fields can be quantitatively 

characterized through numerical modeling (e.g., magnetohydrodynamic models) of Europa’s 

plasma interaction. 
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 Can the eccentricity induced dipole (85.2 hr) be distinguished from the synodic dipole (11.1 hr)? 

 Yes, using geomagnetic induction modeling techniques employed by Seufert et al. (after 

Parkinson 1983) a parameter space search over conductivity and thickness can be carried out 

using Jovian magnetospheric data to provide a field configuration match. 

  

Do instruments exist with appropriate field strength resolution? 

 Yes, recently deployed instruments such as the RPC-MAG flown by Rosetta and Deep Space 

1 have more than sufficient field strength resolution to accurately characterize the induced 

fields at Europa. 

  

For each of these questions, the answer is affirmative. The science goals can be met with the data 

set acquired by the proposed mission. 

 

2.7 Complementary and Synergistic Observations 

Coordinated observation with the Europa Clipper spacecraft, the fourth mission objective above, 

is crucial to mission success. Three values in particular are key and can only be observed by Europa 

Clipper: crustal ice depth; magnitude, direction and variability of the Jovian magnetosphere at 

Europa; and the magnitude and variability of magnetic fields produced by the Jovian plasma sheet. 

Measurements of crustal ice depth provide an upper boundary for the solution space defined by 

the induction sounding measurements while characterization of the Jovian magnetic field and 

plasma sheet allows for clear identification of Europa’s induction signature against the magnetic 

background.  

 

Measurement of crustal ice depth is planned for Europa Clipper’s Ice Penetrating Radar. 

Characterization of the Jovian magnetic field and plasma sheet can be accomplished by Clipper, 

before or after a pass, while it is farther from Europa. In addition to characterizing the ambient 

Jovian environment, Magnetometer data from Clipper while it is in close proximity offer important 

applications. The comparison of data taken by Clipper’s ICEMAG (Interior Characterization of 

Europa using MAGnetomerty) and orbiting CubeSat magnetometer, may be used to cross-verify 

each other, further validating each unique instrument. 

 

An additional magnetometer in the vicinity of Europa will increase potential for other types of 

scientific discovery, like that of Cassini. Cassini’s magnetometer detected oscillations created by 

cyclotron motion of ionized water molecules, paving the way for discovery of Enceladus’ plumes 

(Dougherty et al., 2006). Similar magnetic oscillations could be discovered near Europa, by either 

CubeSat magnetometer or Europa Clipper’s PIMS, indicating plume activity or atmospheric 

pickup ions. The synergistic operation of both CubeSat and Europa Clipper offer distinct 

advantages and broaden the possibilities for scientific discovery. 
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2.8 Study Objectives 

The preceding discussion of the proposed science mission, its feasibility and benefits, motivates 

the four main objectives of the technical feasibility investigation as presented in the original 

proposal. These objectives are listed below and are addressed in detail in the Results section of 

this report. 

 

1. Determine the feasibility of flying a 3U CubeSat close enough to Europa for a sufficient 

duration to collect the required magnetometer data either by orbiting Europa or remaining in 

Jupiter orbit synchronous to Europa. 

 

2. Determine if it is possible for a CubeSat to survive the harsh Jovian environment long enough 

to achieve proposed mission objectives by investigating required radiation shielding and 

thermal management. 

 

3. Define the requirements for a magnetometer payload to be flown by a 3U CubeSat in Europa 

orbit and identify plausible candidate instruments. If volume and mass allow, determine the 

type and nature of additional instrumentation that might reasonably be flown including 

possibly a dosimeter and/ or ion neutral mass spectrometer. 

 

4. The fourth objective was dependent on the outcomes of objectives one and two: 

a) In the event that objectives one and two yield feasible results, objective four 

will be to refine a mission concept to accomplish the primary science goal while 

adhering to design constraints and Europa Clipper requirements 

b) If either objectives one or two yield an infeasible result, objective four will be 

to identify specific areas of research and technology development necessary to 

enable future CubeSat missions to Europa. 

  

Objectives one through three each yielded feasible and highly promising results. Development of 

an associated mission concept, consistent with objective four, lead to selection of an orbiter as the 

only mission architecture suitable to the science requirements which presented substantial 

engineering feasibility. 

 

It was determined that the propulsion requirements of such an orbiter violate the mission 

constraints provided by JPL. Specifically, no cold gas propulsion system, in use or under 

development, can provide the multi-kilometer-per-second delta-V required to inject an object of 

CubeSat mass into Europa orbit from Europa Clipper. Modifications to the mission constraints 

required to enable this mission are discussed and technologies needing further development are 

identified. These results and the resulting mission concept are presented herein.  
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3 Results 

3.1 Study Objective 1: Achieving Europa Proximity 
Determine the feasibility of flying a 3U CubeSat close enough to Europa for a sufficient duration 

to collect the required magnetometer data either by orbiting Europa or remaining in Jupiter orbit 

synchronous to Europa. 

 

For the purposes of this study, Europa proximity is defined as a region extending from several 

meters below the surface up to an altitude of 1560 km above the surface (one Europa radius). This 

range ensures access to a region of Europa’s induced dipole in which the lower frequency 

component has sufficient amplitude to be accurately measured. 

 

3.1.1 Candidate Mission Architectures 

Several methods, including landers, impactors, orbiters and flybys were examined. Ultimately, it 

was determined that the most effective method to achieve the science proximity requirements was 

through direct orbital insertion.  The results of each method are as follows. 

 

3.1.1.1 Lander 

Evaluation of a surface mission began with a basic analysis of delta-V required to achieve sub-

kilometer per second velocities relative to Europa. Projected relative velocities between Europa 

and the Europa Clipper spacecraft at closest approach are on the order of 4.5 kps. A propulsion 

system capable of canceling this relative velocity at altitude would still leave the spacecraft with 

~0.2 kps relative velocity at touch-down due to gravitational acceleration. A survey of available 

propulsion systems appropriate for a 3U CubeSat, with respect to mass and volume, yielded no 

options capable of the minimally required 4.5 kps delta-V. A best case analysis revealed a 

maximum achievable delta-V of 10-20 meters per second utilizing existing cold-gas propulsion 

systems. Therefore, this report finds that soft landing for a 3U CubeSat launched from Europa 

Clipper is not feasible using existing technologies. 

 

3.1.1.2 Impactor 

A second surface mission concept involved an impactor, designed to embed itself in Europa’s icy 

crust. This mission concept was also ruled out on the basis that the delta-V required to achieve 

survivable impact velocities, less than 1 kps, remains unachievable. Additionally, because the 

impactor concept requires impact survival and subsurface operation, it substantially increases the 

complexity of the proposed mission with respect to communication, structural integrity and 

thermal management. 

 

3.1.1.3 Flyby Mission 

After ruling out landers and impactors, flyby concepts were investigated. Because Europa Clipper 

is essentially a multi-flyby mission, a single pass flyby at velocities similar to that of Europa 

Clipper would not yield data with any substantial merits beyond what Europa Clipper is able to 
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produce.  To address this shortcoming, a rapid remeasurement flyby configuration using multiple 

spacecraft was considered. Designed to be dropped off sequentially in a string of pearls 

configuration, these spacecraft would provide a synthetic dwell time much greater than that 

achieved by a single spacecraft during a single pass. This architecture involved the use of three 1U 

CubeSats spaced evenly behind Europa Clipper to provide sequential coverage of Europa’s 

magnetic induction signal. It was determined that to accomplish this, the furthest 1U craft would 

need to pass by Europa a minimum of 5.5 hours before or after Clipper. This would provide 

coverage of one half period of the highest frequency component of Europa’s magnetic induction 

signal, and .06 periods of the next highest frequency component. 

 

To test the feasibility of this concept, deployment from Europa Clipper was modeled at 1 meter 

per second and each 1U CubeSat was assumed to have a maximum lifetime of 2 weeks (14 days). 

To achieve a 5.5 hour separation with respect to Europa with a 4.5 kps relative velocity requires a 

spatial separation of approximately 90,000 kilometers. This in turn requires deployment of the 

furthest 1U craft 90,000,000 seconds (almost three years) in advance. Dropping the relative 

velocity to 4 kps has little effect requiring over 2.5 years advance separation. In the assumed 14 

day survival time, an effective separation of only 268 seconds is achievable. Given that this is over 

five orders of magnitude less than the required separation for completion of our science objectives, 

this mission concept is deemed infeasible. 

 

3.1.1.4 Orbiter 

An orbital mission provides the possibility of long duration proximity while mitigating some of 

the delta-V requirements of a lander and the design requirements of an impactor. The difficulty of 

achieving multiple kilometer-per-second delta-V, however, led to analysis of two maneuvers to 

assist orbital insertion: Ganymede gravity assist and Jovian aerocapture. The results of these 

analyses are presented below followed by analysis of direct orbital insertion. In each case, 

achievable delta-V is substantially lower than the approximately 3 kps required for orbital 

insertion. It is, nevertheless, the conclusion of this study that a direct insertion orbiter; despite 

requiring mass, volume and propulsive methods in violation of mission constraints; is the most 

feasible option for achieving Europa proximity for the required duration. 

 

3.1.1.5 Gravity Assist 

Analysis of Clipper’s model orbital data reveals multiple close approaches to Ganymede making 

it the most feasible target for performing a gravity assist maneuver. Clipper approaches Ganymede 

on four separate occasions early in the mission. This presents an opportunity to deploy a CubeSat 

onto a trajectory that would allow for a gravity assist maneuver using Ganymede to reduce the 

CubeSat’s velocity relative to Europa. Further analysis of Clipper’s trajectory, shows that Clipper 

already takes full advantage of most of the available delta-V available during each of these passes, 

all within 1000 km of Ganymede’s surface. 
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Figure 4. Plot shows delta-V available from a gravity assist maneuver at 

Ganymede as a function of the closest approach altitude. Marked on the plot 

are the four altitudes at which the Clipper spacecraft passes by Ganymede; 

note that two of the passes have the same altitude, so there are only three 

distinct points labeled on the plot. 
 

If a CubeSat were deployed such that it passed closer to Ganymede’s surface, it would gain more 

delta-V from the maneuver than Clipper. However, our analysis showed that the available 

additional delta-V from such a trajectory, during a single pass, was less than 0.2 kps, significantly 

less than the ~3 kps required for Europa capture. Attempting multiple sequential gravity assist 

maneuvers is infeasible due to the anticipated lifetime of the CubeSat and the lack of on-board 

propulsive capability. Finally, the inability to intercept the trajectory of any object not already in 

Clipper’s orbital path makes gravity assist maneuvers around all such objects infeasible. Therefore, 

achieving sufficient delta-V for orbital insertion through a gravity assist maneuver is deemed 

infeasible. 

 

3.1.1.6 Aerocapture 

Investigation of aerocapture began with the assumption of a single pass high delta-V maneuver. 

This assumption was made because it is difficult to design a CubeSat capable of surviving the long 

duration mission necessary to perform multiple passes of Jupiter or its satellites. This is unusual 

given that most instances of aerocapture slow the spacecraft over many passes to reduce thermal 

and mechanical stresses. The reasons for the more common approach were highlighted by analysis 
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of the heating experienced by the craft during a single pass aerocapture maneuver. Modeling of 

the heating experienced by the craft in the Jovian atmosphere, utilizing data provided by the 

Galileo probe, suggests the CubeSat would reach a temperature of approximately 5000 K. 

 

 
Figure 5. Spacecraft surface temperature during an 

aerocapture maneuver as a function of the delta-V 

gained from the maneuver. 

 

This level of heating would require inclusion of an ablative heat shield, which would greatly 

exceed mass and volume constraints. Additionally, to achieve a trajectory that intercepts the Jovian 

atmosphere, the CubeSat would have to be deployed from Clipper many weeks in advance. This 

timeline exceeds the maximum expected lifetime of the CubeSat. Given these unavoidable 

obstacles, an aerocapture maneuver for orbital insertion is also deemed infeasible. 

 

3.1.2 Direct Orbital Insertion 

With aerocapture and gravity assist having been ruled out as feasible methods of achieving orbit, 

direct orbital insertion analysis commenced with the goal of identifying minimum success 

requirements. During its mission, Europa Clipper will perform approximately 45 flybys of Europa. 

In order to optimize its lifetime, Clipper will avoid the regions of the Jovian system where the 

radiation environment is most intense, while ensuring global coverage of Europa through varying 

pass inclinations. Each of these passes provide an opportunity to deploy an orbiter, however, the 

closer the pass, the lower the delta-V required to achieve orbit. Maximum allowable relative 

velocity, and therefore minimum required delta-V, can be bounded by calculation of circular 

orbital velocity at the surface of Europa, approximately 1.4 kps. This requires a minimum delta-V 
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of approximately 3 kps. Using Europa Clipper’s projected positions and velocities, released by 

JPL as SPICE data, possible orbits and required delta-Vs have been modeled in Matlab and STK. 

 

 
Figure 6. Trajectory of Europa Clipper in Jupiter-centric 

reference frame 
  

The orbital data provided by JPL includes Clipper’s position and velocity in Europa’s inertial 

frame with five minute resolution. For the purposes of CubeSat deployment modeling, the distance 

from the Clipper spacecraft to Europa’s center was plotted and those fly-bys under 1000 km were 

flagged as potential deployment opportunities. Forty-one solutions were identified with relative 

velocities ranging from 4.1 kps to 4.6 kps yielding a minimum required delta-V of approximately 

3 kps. 
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Figure 7. Distance of Clipper to the surface of Europa (km) with time. 

Approximately 41 flybys of the Moon by Clipper are identifiable. 

 

In addition to circular orbits, highly elliptical orbits were considered, but none were found to be 

achievable. Because the maximum orbital velocity is achieved during perigee, a conservative 

assumption was made that Clipper is at perigee during the fly-by and therefore at maximum 

velocity for the considered orbit. The eccentricities of achievable orbits were computed assuming 

a delta-V of 20 m/s, a representative maximum value for a cold gas propulsion systems. 

 

Table 1. Achievable eccentricities for first 10 flybys (assuming delta-V of 20 m/s) 

 
 

All of the eccentricities are of values greater than 1, which indicate hyperbolic orbits. Therefore 

achieving Europa orbit is not possible without the use of an alternative propulsion mechanism such 

as an intermediary propulsion module. However, if such an intermediary propulsion module can 

provide a delta-V on the order of 3 kps, then achieving elliptical or even circular orbits is feasible. 
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Assuming a propulsion system capable of providing the necessary delta-V to inject a CubeSat into 

circular orbit, for example, a hydrazine thruster, the orbital parameters associated with each of the 

identified fly-bys was computed and the first nine entries are presented Table 1. The delta-V values 

needed to achieve circular orbit vary from 2.7 to 3.1 kps. The achievable altitude and inclinations 

as well as the required delta-V for all 41 selected fly-bys are presented in Figures 8-10 below. 

 

 
Figure 8. Altitudes reachable for each flyby 

 
 

 
Figure 9. Delta-V needed to achieve circular orbit for each flyby. 
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Figure 10. Inclination reachable for each fly-by. 

 

Direct orbital insertion by propulsive delta-V maneuver represents the simplest, lowest risk option 

for achieving orbit. As is often the case, however, the propulsive delta-V needed to achieve orbit 

requires a prohibitive propellant mass and, in this case, an out-of-scope propulsion system. Such 

propulsion systems are discussed later in section 3.4.4.10. Nevertheless, extending the mission 

scope to allow for successful orbital insertion presents the best opportunity to achieve the mission 

goals and substantially enhance the Europa Clipper mission. 

 

3.2 Study Objective 2: Surviving the Europa Environment 

Determine if it is possible for a CubeSat to survive the harsh Jovian environment long enough to 

achieve proposed mission objectives by investigating required radiation shielding and thermal 

management. 

 

To complete its mission, the CubeSat will need to remain within one radius of Europa’s surface 

for at least 173 hours. In order to transmit data to Europa Clipper, the CubeSat will need to survive 

for approximately 15 days, an additional 187 hours. Analyses of both thermal and radiation 

environmental responses reveal that a 3U CubeSat can survive the journey to Europa carried 

aboard Clipper with only modest protection and endure the Europa orbital environment for 

sufficient time to complete the mission. 

 

3.2.1 Thermal Analysis 

The thermal environment in Europa orbit presents a particularly difficult design challenge given 

the required mission duration. With severely reduced levels of solar irradiance as compared with 

that experienced on Earth orbit and low levels of infrared radiation (IR) emitted by Europa and 

Jupiter, maintaining operational temperatures inside the CubeSat requires careful insulation and 

continuous heating. Key assumptions include Beginning-of-Life (BOL) and End-of-Life (EOL) 
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absorptance as appropriate with a beta (sun/orbital plane angle) of zero. Insolation is taken as 52 

w⋅ 𝑚−2 with both Jupiter and Europa albedo flux calculated based on isotropic half sphere 

reflection of this insolation value. Jupiter and Europa IR fluxes are based on spherically isotropic 

Stefan-Boltzmann radiation utilizing mean surface temperatures for each body.  

 

Both hot and cold cases were analyzed, using both MLI and bare aluminum, to determine the 

required operational temperature range and limitations on power consumption. The results of these 

analyses are presented in the two tables below. While each method provides only equilibrium 

temperatures for orbit averaged inputs, the spacecraft is unlikely to undergo significant variation 

outside these bounds. This is because the CubeSat’s thermal time constant is much longer than the 

orbital period. The thermal time constant is likely to be on the order of 105 seconds while the 

orbital period is on the order of 104 seconds. 

 

Calculation of Thermal Time Constant: 

𝜏 =
𝜌 ⋅ 𝐶𝑝 ⋅ 𝑉

ℎ ∙ A
 

 

Where 𝜌 ⋅ 𝑉is the mass, 𝐶𝑝is the heat capacity, h is the coefficient of heat transfer and A is the 

surface area (Lienhard, 2008). 

ℎ = 4 ⋅ 𝜖 ⋅ 𝜎 ∙ 𝑇3 

 

This order of magnitude calculation provides a useful bound on the range of internal power 

consumption necessary and allowable for optimal operation. Because battery performance 

degrades substantially below 0 C, Qinternal is chosen to maintain spacecraft temperatures at or above 

this value. For an MLI blanketed CubeSat, this requires internal heat generation, and therefore 

power dissipation, between 0.9 and 1.4 Watts. As demonstrated by analysis of the electrical power 

system in section 3.4.4.3, this is feasible for a .9 kg primary battery operating for 15 days. Bare 

Aluminum and simple black and white paint coatings will not suffice in the cold case, given power 

consumption limitations.  
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Table 2. Cold and Hot Case for MLI Blanketed Spacecraft (Temperature is Survivable for Both) 

 
 

Table 3. Cold and Hot Case for Bare Aluminum (Cold Case Temperature is NOT Survivable) 

 
 

3.2.2 Radiation Analysis 

Ionizing radiation represents a significant hazard for spacecraft avionics and is a frequent cause of 

performance loss and mission failure. Nowhere is this more challenging than the equatorial 

radiation belts of Jupiter, the most intense in the solar system. Europa’s orbit places it precisely in 

the region of greatest risk making spacecraft survival particularly challenging. To address these 

concerns, radiation analyses for both the interplanetary transit and the 15 day nominal mission 

were carried out using the SPENVIS models SHIELDOSE2Q and MULASSIS. As part of this 

analysis, multiple shielding configurations were considered. Ultimately a 2 mm shield around a 

1U volume of the spacecraft composed of 1 mm layer of aluminum outside a 1 mm layer of 

tantalum in a graded Z configuration was chosen for optimal performance. 

 

Selection of spacecraft radiation shielding was constrained by available mass, volume as well as 

performance. Due to the nature of CubeSat missions, the shielding was required to limit total 

ionizing dose (TID) to less than 10 krad, the typical COTS survival threshold, over the mission 
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lifetime. Research on heritage shielding methods yielded a graded Z configuration as the most 

promising given the varied composition of the radiation to which the spacecraft will be exposed: 

solar protons, galactic cosmic rays and high energy electrons in the Jovian radiation belts. A typical 

choice for graded Z shielding is aluminum and tantalum. 

 

To explore the performance of this type of shielding, the combinations listed in Table 4 were 

investigated with SPENVIS, using both SHIELDOSE2Q and MULASSIS models. Results 

differed by an order of magnitude with SHIELDDOSE2Q predicting a much higher TID than 

MULASSIS. Research into the differences between the two models revealed that empirical data 

typically fall between the two predicted values but also suggested that MULASSIS provided 

superior modeling of secondary radiation. Therefore MULASSIS results are reported here. The 1 

mm aluminum, 1 mm tantalum configuration yielded the best combination of performance and 

mass providing a substantial margin (50%) on total ionizing dose at end of life. 

 

Table 4: TID and Shield Mass for Varying Aluminum-Tantalum Layer Depths 

 
 

Presented below are detailed breakouts of the interplanetary transit and nominal science mission. 

 

3.2.2.1 Journey to Europa (1.9 years) 

During its transit from Earth to Jupiter, Europa Clipper and its CubeSat payload are subject to 

several high energy radiation sources with the potential to seriously damage unshielded or delicate 

circuitry. The bulk of this radiation is made up of solar protons, however, galactic cosmic rays 

(GCR) also pose a substantial risk for the CubeSat avionics. These high energy ions are capable 

of causing single event upsets, latch-ups and burnouts in unshielded or sensitive circuitry. Below 

are the results of an analysis of the graded Z shielding discussed in the previous section using 

spherically concentric 1 mm layers of aluminum and tantalum. The analysis presumes a 1.9 year 

transit time consistent with launch aboard the SLS. 
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Figure 11: MULASSIS analysis: 1.9 Years Interplanetary Travel. 

Long Term Solar Radiation for 1 mm Al, 1 mm Ta configuration 

 

3.2.2.2 Europa Orbit (15 day mission) 

Jupiter’s magnetosphere is the largest and most powerful possessed by any planet in the solar 

system. As a result, once Europa Clipper enters the Jovian system, solar radiation is no longer a 

major concern. However, Jupiter’s powerful magnetosphere traps and accelerates particles ejected 

by Io through tidally induced volcanism, leading to the creation of radiation belts similar to Earth’s 

Van Allen Belts but with orders of magnitude greater intensity. As such, the primary hazard during 

the 15 day nominal mission is the trapped particle radiation, electrons and protons, absorbed by 

the CubeSat during its time in the Jovian system. Figures 12 and 13 below illustrate the expected 

TID from each of these sources, electrons and protons respectively, assuming the same spherically 

concentric layers of aluminum and tantalum discussed above. 
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Figure 12: MULASSIS - Europa Orbit - Trapped electrons for 1 

mm Al, 1 mm Ta configuration. 

 

 

 
Figure 13: MULASSIS - Europa Orbit - Trapped protons for 1 mm 

Al, 1 mm Ta configuration 
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3.3 Study Objective 3: Magnetometer Payload Requirements and Candidate Instruments 

Define the requirements for a magnetometer payload to be flown by a 3U CubeSat in Europa orbit 

and identify plausible candidate instruments. If volume and mass allow, determine the type and 

nature of additional instrumentation that might reasonably be flown including possibly a 

dosimeter and/ or ion neutral mass spectrometer. 

 

The Europa Clipper CubeSat mission, in essence, requires placing a magnetometer in close 

proximity of Europa to measure the magnitude and direction of the magnetic field, with sufficient 

precision to enable successful analysis of the amplitude and phase of the induced components. To 

that end, the magnetometer must be capable of measuring the magnetic field over the full range of 

expected values (+/- 1000 nT) with enough resolution to enable periodic signals on the order of 1 

nT to be characterized accurately, imposing a 0.1 nT (or smaller) field strength resolution. Further, 

the instrument must constrain to the mass, volume and power consumption limitations of a 3U 

CubeSat. Specifically, the requirements for payload feasibility are that the payload should account 

for less than 1 kg of the CubeSat’s mass, less than 1U of the CubeSat’s volume and less than 1 W 

of the CubeSat’s power. The magnetometer used on Rosetta and Deep Space 1 has been identified 

as satisfying these requirements with respect to measurement, mass, volume and power 

consumption. As illustrated in Figure 14, the RPC_MAG exceeds each requirement by a 

considerable margin while providing substantial heritage, making it an optimal instrument for this 

mission. 

 

 
Figure 14. The RPC_MAG fluxgate 

magnetometer from the Rosetta mission. 

(Glassmeier, 2007). 

 

Investigation of additional payload instruments including dosimeters and ion neutral mass 

spectrometers yielded no candidates of sufficiently small mass, volume and power consumption 
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to feasibly accompany the magnetometer payload. While these instruments would have been a 

valuable addition to any mission, the mass and volume constraints imposed by the CubeSat form 

factor preclude their inclusion aboard this spacecraft. 

 

3.4 Study Objective 4: Mission Architecture 
The fourth objective was dependent on the outcomes of objectives one and two: 

a) In the event that objectives one and two yield feasible results, objective four will be 

to refine a mission concept to accomplish the primary science goal while adhering to 

design constraints and Europa Clipper requirements 

b) If either objectives one or two yield an infeasible result, objective four will be to 

identify specific areas of research and technology development necessary to enable 

future CubeSat missions to Europa. 

 

Given that study objective one is not feasible within the design constraints imposed by JPL, both 

aspects of objective four are addressed. A mission concept employing a propulsion system in 

violation of JPL’s design constraints is detailed, followed by a discussion of required technology 

development necessary for enabling future expansion of design constraints through risk reduction. 
 

3.4.1 Mission Concept Overview 

− Launch on SLS in the early 2020s and travel to Europa interfaced with Europa Clipper in an 

ultra-low power state 

− CubeSat deployment and orbital insertion occurs during a preselected Europa flyby 

− On completion of orbital insertion, CubeSat begins data collection at a nominal rate of 1 

sample every 10 seconds for 171 hours 

− Upon completion of primary data collection, CubeSat enters low power mode for 139 hours 

followed by activation of radio to receive data transmission command from Europa Clipper 

− End communications link - Mission End 

 

3.4.3 Spacecraft Functional Requirements 

Environmental Requirements 

− Spacecraft avionics shall at minimum tolerate exposure to 10 krads total ionizing dose 

− Spacecraft avionics total ionizing dose shall be limited to no more than 10 krads 

− Spacecraft avionics and battery shall operate at temperatures between 0 and 40 degrees 

Celsius 

− Spacecraft shall maintain avionics and battery at temperatures between 0 and 40 degrees 

Celsius 

Proximity Requirement 

− Spacecraft shall orbit within one Europa Radius of the surface 
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Payload Requirement 

− Spacecraft shall measure magnetic fields of absolute magnitude between 0 and 1000 nT with 

field strength resolution of 0.1 nT at a frequency greater than 0.1 hz consuming less than 1 W 

 

Mission Duration Requirement 

− Spacecraft shall collect data for 171 hours 

− Spacecraft shall remain operable for 360 hours for transmission of data to Europa Clipper 

spacecraft 

 

Communication Requirement 

− Spacecraft shall transmit all magnetometer, attitude determination,  and chronometric data to 

Europa Clipper spacecraft 

 

3.4.4 Design Concept 

The standalone 3U CubeSat presented in the following sections is capable of achieving all of the 

functional requirements outlined above with the exception of close proximity. For each design 

element, the functionality of the system will be treated post orbital insertion. Following discussion 

of the orbital spacecraft, three general approaches, each of which is in violation of mission 

constraints, capable of delivering the CubeSat with magnetometer to Europa orbit are discussed. 

What follows is a brief outline of these methods. 

1. Use of advanced variants of existing propulsion systems reduced in size and power draw, 

capable of integration with the proposed 3U bus. Some of these advanced concepts are 

discussed in section 3.4.6 Future Technology Development. - Currently infeasible  

2. Use of a secondary orbital insertion module to deliver the CubeSat into Europa orbit. - Out 

of scope for the mission as designed 

3. Expansion of the 3U into a 6U design with mass and volume sufficient for integration of a 

rocket propulsion system capable of the required delta-V. - Violates mission constraints 

 

3.4.4.1 Payload 

As discussed in Study Objective 3, the magnetometer used by both Rosetta and Deep Space 1 

provides an excellent fit for this mission. It exceeds all functional requirements levied on the 

mission payload (see comparison below) while consuming 675 mW of power in a 455 g package. 

This is substantially less than the minimum power consumption required to remain within an 

operable temperature range in both hot and cold cases and approximately 10% of total spacecraft 

mass. 
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Table 5. Comparison of Rosetta Magnetometer to Payload Functional Requirements 

 
 

3.4.4.3 Electrical Power 

Given the extreme radiation and low insolation environment found in Europa orbit, solar panels 

were deemed infeasible for power generation. In addition to requiring significant increases in 

cover-glass thickness to ensure solar cell survival, increasing mass and decreasing efficiency, the 

power production for a mission without deployables is significantly less than that required, 

approximately 0.5 W. Inclusion of deployables would substantially reduce available mass reserves 

and levy otherwise unnecessary requirements for orbital attitude control. As such, Lithium Thionyl 

Chloride (Li-SOCl2) primary batteries were selected. 

 

Lithium Thionyl Chloride offers outstanding gravimetric energy density (~440 Whr/kg), robust 

low temperature operation and substantial flight heritage, including use on the Cassini-Huygens 

probe. Additionally, these batteries have exceptionally low self-discharge per annum, making them 

a suitable choice for long duration transits to the outer solar system. Analysis of available 

commercial off-the-shelf Li-SOCl2 cells yielded several models capable of delivering acceptable 

current for a nominal 15 day mission at extremely steady output voltages. Two in particular were 

analyzed, the Varta ER D Cell and the Saft LS33600 D Cell (Saft, 2015). Both models 

demonstrated broad feasibility, however, the Saft model provided significantly greater gravimetric 

energy density allowing for a larger cell count and yielding greater capacity margin.  

 

Table 6 presents the expected power draw by subsystem for each phase of the mission, operational 

battery temperature and battery capacity remaining at end of phase. A 2% self-discharge is 

assumed at mission start. Distribution losses are modeled at 20% and recovered capacity is 

modeled as a function of temperature and current draw. Available data suggests a 13% capacity 

margin for a nominal 15 day mission utilizing 10 cells at 0.9 kg.  

 

Where loads require voltages greater than that provided by the battery, point of load regulation 

utilizing highly integrated switched mode dc-dc converters is recommended. A wide array of 

integrated surface mount switched mode regulators are available on the market today enabling 

80% efficient or better dc-dc conversion. Anticipation of this need was the primary driver for 

inclusion of the 20% distribution loss in the following power analysis. 
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Table 6. Power Draw by Subsystem and Mission Phase 

 
Note: Orbital Insertion does not include power for a propulsion system for the reasons cited in the 

section 3.4.4 Design Concept 

 

3.4.4.4 Attitude and Position Determination 

Attitude and position determination can be achieved in Europa orbit by means of a suite of small, 

light-weight sensors that represent a modest drain on spacecraft power resources. These include 

infrared sensors known as thermopiles, photodiodes, an inertial measurement unit (IMU) with an 

integrated magnetometer. Arrays of thermopiles can be used to detect Europa’s horizon. Provided 

detection at two different angles this horizon sensing can supply a vector in the nadir direction. 

With the horizon angle for two different sectors of the moon, and the boresight angle of the 

thermopiles, the nadir direction can be calculated analytically. This method is shown in Figure 15 

and discussed in greater detail by Nguyen (2014). 

 

 
Figure 15. Analytic calculation of nadir direction based on 

boresight angle of two thermopiles; three equations and three 

unknown variables (red) (Nguyen, 2014).  

 

As many artists have imagined, Jupiter takes up a significant portion of the night sky near Europa. 

More precisely, it subtends an angle of 12.2 degrees, enough to substantially modify the average 

temperature of an observing thermopile’s field of view (FOV). This means a thermopile array can 

find a position vector towards Jupiter. The average temperature (Tave) detected by a thermopile 

pointed away from Europa is estimated to be 26.0 degrees Kelvin. This calculation uses 

conservative values for Jupiter’s emitting temperature (TJ), deep space temperature (Ts), and 

thermopile field of view (FOV), which are 134.0 Kelvin, 3.0 Kelvin, and 80.0 degrees respectively. 
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𝑇𝑎𝑣𝑒 =
𝛼𝑇𝑠 + 𝛽𝑇𝑗

𝐹𝑂𝑉
= 26.0 𝐾 

 

In the above formula, β is the angle subtended by Jupiter and α is the angle subtended by deep 

space (180- β). The difference between average temperature and Jupiter’s emitting temperature is 

107 Kelvin, which corresponds to an infrared wavelength of 27 micrometers (Wien's Displacement 

Law). This wavelength is near the high bound for common IR thermopiles, which is typically 

around 20 micrometers. However, because the cut-off wavelength is determined by the specific 

detectivity, D*, this detection limit may be extended. 

 

𝐷∗ =
𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦 × √𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎

𝑁𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑒/∆𝑓
 

 

The cutoff wavelength is the point at which D* drops below half its peak value, and because there 

will likely be very little thermal noise in space the value of D* will increase. Furthermore, these 

thermopiles operate with increasing sensitivity near their center of their view. By taking advantage 

of this, the accuracy with which Jupiter’s location is measured can be increased. The varying 

sensitivity is known to be Gaussian (see Figure below), and therefore predictable, so the large look 

angle occupied by Jupiter can be further constrained. 

 

 
Figure 16: Excelitas TPD IR thermopile’s varying 

sensitivity is predictably Gaussian which can 

increase accuracy of Jupiter’s detected location 

(Excelitas, 2015) 
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Still, if future prototype testing finds this wavelength is not accurately detected by the IR 

thermopile array, steps to increase the detection area could also be investigated. Further discussion 

of technology development focused on the proposed thermopile-based position and attitude 

determination system can be found in section 3.4.6 Future Technology Development. 

 

Jupiter’s large magnetic dipole provides another reference location for Jupiter. Small, coin-sized, 

IMU-magnetometers like the ADIS16407, with significant CubeSat heritage, can easily detect 

Jupiter’s massive dipole field. This dipole field is orders of magnitude larger than the induced 

signals and plasma signatures targeted by the fine-sensing fluxgate magnetometer payload. A final 

position vector is provided by coarse sun sensors. These sensors also carry significant CubeSat 

heritage but are known to degrade in a radiation rich environment. To minimize these effects, 

radiation hardened photodiodes such as the UVG20C may be selected. 

 

Even if the radiation hardened photodiodes experience interruptions and are not able to accurately 

determine the position of the sun, the initial input of four position vectors into a Kalman filter 

yields an over defined solution set, capable of outputting position and attitude without functionality 

of all sensors. The inclusion of a star finder was initially considered in place of thermopiles. 

However this configuration was dropped for two reasons: First, thermopiles demand less power, 

mass and volume than a star tracker. Secondly, a star tracker’s lens and imaging hardware are more 

susceptible to radiation damage. 

 

 
Figure 17: Attitude and position sensor inputs flow chart 
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3.4.4.5 Attitude Control 

Size and mass constraints severely limit the options for attitude control. Additionally, any inclusion 

of magnetorquers or passive magnetic stabilization could have adverse effects on the CubeSat 

payload measurements. Fortunately, good magnetometer measurements do not require 

stabilization, only accurate knowledge of position and attitude. Therefore as long as rotation is 

kept below an operational threshold, no active attitude control is needed. The threshold being, a 

level of rotation for which the sensors and system discussed in the previous section are able to 

output accurate quaternions. The deployment from Europa Clipper and subsequent orbital insertion 

will likely impart some angular momentum to the CubeSat. To ensure the ensuing angular motion 

is sufficiently slow, the structure should be arranged so that the centers of gravity in all axes are 

as symmetric as possible, thereby limiting induced angular velocity. 

 

Sensor redundancy and strategic placement is another way to improve the probability that accurate 

position and attitude are measured. The configuration seen in the Figure below will help ensure 

position vectors can acquire regardless of flight configuration with respect to Europa, Jupiter and 

the Sun. 

 

 
Figure 18. X and Y faces with five thermopiles each for Europa horizon nadir vector or Jupiter vector, 

and two photodiodes for sun vector. Each Z-face has one photodiode for sun sensing; ADIS IMU-

magnetometer mounted internally for Jupiter dipole vector and inertial reference. 

 

While this specific ADCS configuration is theoretically robust, it has not been flight qualified and 

thereby incurs questionable feasibility. In order to deem this subsystem fully feasible, at a 
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minimum, ground based prototype and testing should be conducted.  Alternatively, a best case 

scenario could achieve partial heritage in a LEO environment onboard another CubeSat. Of course, 

the subsystem could not be fully flight qualified beforehand as the Europa-Jupiter environment is 

not exactly reproducible.  

 

3.4.4.6 Communication 

Mission success is critically dependent on retrieval of the mission science data. This requires 

transmission of mission science data to Europa Clipper, for retransmission to Earth. Effective radio 

communication between the CubeSat and Clipper is certainly feasible within the given constraints 

of frequency range, antenna type, anticipated baud rate, and receiver gain. However, the quantity 

of data transmitted is directly proportional to the amount of time that the CubeSat and Clipper are 

within minimum effective transmission distance of one another, the uniformity of the transmitting 

antenna gain pattern, and the sensitivity of the receiving antenna. 

 

The AstroDev Lithium 1a radio was selected for the purpose of feasibility analysis due to its 

extensive heritage as a CubeSat UHF transceiver. This highly developed and flight-qualified radio 

operates in the prescribed UHF band and is compatible with the ubiquitous “monopole” 

measuring-tape antenna. This radio requires as little as 1 W input power and weighs in at 52 grams, 

clearly demonstrating feasibility with respect to device mass, power, and form factor. 

 

Given the lack of attitude control and the need to maintain a uniform radiation pattern, four 

synchronously driven monopole antennas were chosen to maximize gain uniformity and null 

definition. While the nulls can still inhibit communication when oriented directly toward Europa 

Clipper, the narrowness of the nulls so achieved prevent long duration or frequent occurrence of 

this configuration. Many heritage versions of this CubeSat antenna system are readily available, 

some with a maximum anticipated mass of 100 grams (ISIS, 2015) including deployment 

hardware. This last antenna model is presented in the mass and volume budgets, and fits within 

size and power constraints to provide a 3 dB peak gain transmitting antenna with +/- 37 deg 

beamwidth in a toroidal gain configuration. This gain pattern can be approximated by cos2 over a 

wide range of angles (+/- 70 deg) and so an average value of -3 dBW may be used for general 

calculation acknowledging that this does not accurately reflect transmission very near the nulls or 

gain peak. Furthermore, use of 4 synchronously driven monopoles necessitates the use of a two 

stage signal splitter which incurs an additional -6 dBW for an average transmit gain of -9 dBW. 

 

Given the anticipated receiver gain of 6 dB for Clipper's antenna, and presuming that Clipper has 

a minimum signal detection threshold similar to that of previous deep-space missions to the outer 

planets (-153 dBm, -183 dBW for Galileo) (Jones, 1983), a maximum effective transmission 

distance can be calculated using the Friis equation: 
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𝑃𝑅 =
𝑃𝑇 ∙ 𝐺𝑇 ∙ 𝐺𝑅 ∙ 2

(4 ∙ 𝜋 ∙ 𝑅)2
 

Where: 

PR is power received (minimum threshold of -183 dBW) 

PT is power transmitted (-9 dBW) 

GT is the transmitter gain (-3 dBW) 

GR is the receiver gain (6 dBW) 

𝜆 is the transmission wavelength (c / f) 

c is the speed of light in a vacuum in meters per second, 2.998x108 m/sec 

R is the distance between the transmitter and receiver in meters, the quantity to be resolved 

f is the frequency in hertz, here 435 MHz = 4.35x108 Hz 

 

The maximum effective communication distance is approximately 38,000 km. 

 

 
Figure 19. Threshold separation distance determines communication time window and subsequent data 

volume receivable 

 

Assuming a baud rate of 9600 bps over the course of 5.5 hours (19,800 seconds), the maximum 

transmittable data under these conditions is 190 Megabits. By further limiting the data transfer 

ceiling to 50% of this value, data integrity can be made extremely robust allowing for eclipse, null 

pointing and retransmission of corrupted or lost data during the comms window.   
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Table 7. Data Parameters and Digital Resolution 

  
 

With a sampling rate of 0.1 Hz, the complete dataset, at 184 bits per sample, including 

housekeeping data, would be 22.7 Megabits, requiring only 0.66 hours to complete transmission, 

leaving a nearly 5 hour margin for retransmission and error correction. Given the 190 Mbit data 

transfer ceiling, it is evident that complete data transfer from the CubeSat to Europa Clipper is 

entirely feasible. 

 

3.4.4.7 Command and Data Handling 

The selection of a flight computer is most impacted by radiation tolerance and power consumption. 

Single-event upsets (SEU) and latch-ups can severely damage the flight computer requiring a 

combination of radiation tolerance and shielding sufficient to reduce the probability of SEUs and 

latch-up to acceptable levels. 

 

An example of a microcontroller with heritage as a CubeSat flight computer, which is also 

radiation tolerant, is the MSP430FR5739 (Texas Instruments, 2014). Recommended by JPL for 

the purposes of this study, this microcontroller operates at speeds of 10 Mbps read/write on input 

voltages from 2-3.6 V, the nominal operating range for Lithium Thionyl Chloride batteries. 

 

3.4.4.8 Data Storage 

Long term storage of both mission data and flight software require peripheral data storage. Due to 

their heritage in CubeSat applications, Secure Data (SD) cards were chosen. SD cards, however, 

are susceptible to radiation damage and bit flips, as proven by several Earth orbiting mission 

failures. For this reason, the spacecraft should include ruggedized SD cards which have 

demonstrated superior performance in high radiation environments. Furthermore, included SD 

cards would operate within the avionics radiation shield, further reducing exposure. 
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3.4.4.9 Structure 

The spacecraft structure, barring inclusion of a propulsion system, is more than ample to house all 

proposed hardware. Figure 20 below demonstrates the feasibility of including the required 

hardware within the confines of a 3U CubeSat. Of particular note is the avionics radiation vault 

surrounded by an aluminum-tantalum bi-layer in a graded Z configuration. Other key features 

include the battery compartment and payload stacer boom along with two of four monopole 

antennas.  

 

 
Figure 20. Mock-up of Europa CubeSat demonstrating that all necessary components can fit within a 

standard 3U volume 

 

The Table below provides a summary of projected system mass. Component masses are based on 

given parameters where available and engineering calculations otherwise. Components such as 

harnessing and structural interface hardware are included only in the broadest sense as a separate 

listing because sizing was not performed for individual components. Such values are based on 

heritage data from the Michigan Exploration Laboratory (MXL). 
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Table 8. CubeSat Mass Budget 

 
Mass Total (with 9.5% Margin) = 4.5 kg 

 

3.4.4.10 Orbital Insertion 

As discussed in section 3.4.4 Design Concept, there are three general approaches to orbital 

insertion, none of which are determined or addressed by the preceding design discussion. These 

options include: 

 

1. Use of advanced variants of existing propulsion systems reduced in size and power draw, 

capable of integration with the proposed 3U bus. Some of these advanced concepts are 

discussed in section 3.4.6 Future Technology Development. - Currently infeasible  

2. Use of a secondary orbital insertion module to deliver the CubeSat into Europa orbit. - Out 

of scope for the mission as designed 

3. Expansion of the 3U into a 6U design with mass and volume sufficient for integration of a 

rocket propulsion system capable of the required delta-V. - Violates mission constraints 

 

Because advanced propulsion technologies are discussed later, they are not addressed here. The 

two remaining approaches to orbital insertion are essentially the same with respect to propulsion 
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technologies and requirements, differing only in interface and mass budget accounting. In each 

case a high thrust propulsion system, most likely a bi-propellant rocket, is required to achieve orbit. 

In the case of an orbital insertion module, the rocket propulsion system is borne by a separate 

intermediary craft, potentially capable of deploying multiple payloads once on orbit. The 

advantages of such a design are the multi-functional nature of the insertion module, provided there 

is more than one payload to be deployed. In the case of an integrated propulsion system capable 

of producing the required delta-V (~3 kps), expansion of the spacecraft to a 6U, to accommodate 

the rocket engine and propellant, would be necessary for all existing technologies. 

In either case, a chemical propulsion system is required. Existing forms of electric propulsion 

produce too little thrust to achieve orbit during a single Europa flyby and represent an untenable 

drain on the battery. An example chemical propulsion system capable of producing the required 

delta-V is the Aerojet R-6D. This bi-propellant rocket engine has dimensions appropriate for 

deployment on a CubeSat and can provide delta-V limited only by available propellant mass with 

a specific impulse of 294 s. Assuming a doubling of spacecraft dry mass to account for the 0.5 kg 

engine, 1.5 kg of propellant tanks, 0.5 kg of additional battery, 1 kg of reaction wheel assembly 

and 1 kg of structural interface, the R-6D can provide 3.3 kps delta-V with a total spacecraft wet 

mass of 28 kg. An intermediary propulsion module with an additional 4 kg of structural interface 

and deployment mechanisms and an additional 4.5 kg CubeSat would have a wet mass of 55 kg. 

For either scenario, the additional mass, 24 kg or 45 kg respectively, is a tiny fraction of the 

estimated 7.4 tonnes4 of additional fuel mass required to put a spacecraft comparable in mass to 

Europa Clipper in orbit. The savings at launch is considerable and enables substantially more 

synergistic science than would otherwise be possible. 

 

3.4.5 Feasibility Summary 

This feasibility study finds that a 3U CubeSat can survive the harsh Jovian environment while 

remaining powered and functional for the duration of its mission. Equipped with a Rosetta-like 

flux-gate magnetometer, the CubeSat can conduct multi-frequency magnetic induction sounding 

of Europa with sufficient sensitivity to uniquely determine both the thickness and conductivity of 

Europa’s subsurface ocean. Additionally, it has been shown that, subject to test and flight 

qualification, the proposed ADCS can provide the necessary attitude and position knowledge. A 

key finding of this report, however, is that currently available propulsion systems are not capable 

of achieving orbital insertion in a 3U CubeSat form factor. To achieve orbital insertion requires a 

propulsion system at least as massive as the CubeSat itself, either integrated in a 6U package or 

carried aboard an orbital insertion module. Because of this finding, the mission must be deemed 

infeasible until such time as the mission scope is expanded to include an orbital insertion module 

or a larger CubeSat with a non-cold-gas propulsion system. Major subsystem components with 

heritage applications are listed in Figure 21 below. 
 

 

                                                           
4 This assumes that Europa Clipper has the same on orbit mass as Galileo with a propulsion system capable of the 

same ISP as the R-6D rocket motor. 
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Figure 21. Summary of Subsystem Feasibility; feasible (green), questionable (yellow) and infeasible (red). 

 

3.4.6 Future Technology Development 

The preceding discussion clearly indicates that most of the technologies necessary for deep-space 

CubeSat missions are sufficiently developed to enable orbital deployment to Europa. Guidance, 

navigation and control is the clear exception and represents the greatest challenge for CubeSat 

missions to the outer solar system. The difficulties associated with GNC fall into two categories; 

robust technologies for attitude and position determination (guidance and navigation) and 

propulsion systems capable of enabling orbital insertion and other deep-space maneuvers within 

CubeSat mass and power generation constraints.  

The most common technology used for guidance and navigation is the star-tracker. Typical 

radiation tolerant star-trackers available today have imaging sensors specified to a few hundred 

kilorads total ionizing dose, sufficient, with appropriate shielding and radiation hardening for 

optical elements, to withstand the Europa radiation environment . The primary challenge to 

implementing these technologies are the mass and power requirements of these devices. State of 

the art multi-camera star-trackers account for .5 kg of spacecraft mass in a .5U volume and 

consume 3-5 W continuously (MIST, uASC). Even if spacecraft mass and volume allocations are 

sufficient, 3-5 W continuous power consumption presents an insurmountable barrier for most 

deep-space applications. Further development with a particular emphasis on lowering power 

requirements will be crucial not only to Europa CubeSat missions but all future deep-space 

CubeSat missions. 

With regard to the particular technologies and methods for position and attitude determination 

described in this report, further development is required to achieve a flight qualified system, 

capable of providing accurate guidance and navigation with sufficient precision. Selection of 

optimized thermopiles and photodiodes for application in the Europa environment will play a 

major role in achieving a robust system. Characterization of that system in a flight-like 

environment will illuminate system limitations and remaining challenges. While this method 

clearly provides benefits with respect to mass and power, it must be noted that it is an application 

specific solution, requiring two bodies of sufficient temperature and angular size to function and 

may not be broadly applicable to deep-space CubeSat missions in alternative environments. 

With respect to control, advancement in propulsion systems is paramount to the future success of 

deep-space CubeSat missions. Currently, Europa CubeSat concepts are limited to cold-gas 

propulsion systems only. A brief survey of available technologies reveals that this limitation does 
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not stem from a lack of alternatives. Rather, it is more likely that this limitation is intended to 

prevent the deployment of a potentially destructive propulsion system on a secondary payload that 

might threaten Europa Clipper. To the extent that such concerns are warranted, further 

development of these technologies, including rocket and electric propulsion systems, with a focus 

on risk reduction, is required. 

  

Figure 22. The Aerojet R-6D rocket engine (left) and the CAT thruster under development at the University of 

Michigan (center and right). Each propulsion system is capable of orbital insertion for a spacecraft exceeding 3U 

mass constraints. 

Example propulsion systems that could be deployed to achieve the required delta-V include the 

Aerojet R-6D rocket engine, discussed previously, and the CubeSat Ambipolar Thruster (CAT) 

currently under development at the University of Michigan. These propulsion systems are 

displayed in Figure 22. While each of these propulsion systems is capable of producing the 

required delta-V neither is capable of doing so within the mass constraints of a 3U CubeSat. Both 

can be implemented in a 6U structural volume however, only CAT is capable of achieving orbit 

within 6U mass constraints. Low thrust combined with high power consumption (~10 W), 

however, make CAT, and similar electric propulsion systems, an infeasible option for a battery 

powered spacecraft. To enable future missions utilizing 3U CubeSats, rocket propulsion systems 

require improved specific-impulse to achieve superior delta-V with reduced propellant mass. 

Similarly, electric propulsion systems require substantial reductions in power consumption to 

enable solar powered deep-space missions. 

4 Conclusion & Recommendations 
The University of Michigan investigated the scientific and engineering feasibility of conducting 

multi-frequency magnetic induction sounding of Europa’s interior utilizing a magnetometer 

payload aboard a 3U CubeSat. Designed to accompany the Europa Clipper spacecraft, this CubeSat 

would complement Europa Clipper’s capabilities by providing multi-period dwell times for the 

highest amplitude inducing fields at Europa enabling high fidelity magnetic induction sounding at 

multiple frequencies. Invaluable to the scientific community, as expressed through the decadal 

survey, this data would allow for unique determination of the thickness and conductivity of 

Europa’s subsurface ocean, key to understanding the evolution of the Jovian system and the 

prevalence of potentially habitable worlds. 
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The proposed science mission and spacecraft operations are technologically feasible using heritage 

instruments and technologies. Systems analyses, including spacecraft response to the Jovian 

thermal and radiation environments, indicate it is possible to achieve the minimum operational 

lifetime required to execute multi-frequency magnetic induction sounding utilizing a fluxgate 

magnetometer similar to that employed by the Rosetta mission. Analysis of a variety of propulsive 

maneuvers utilizing cold-gas propulsion systems yielded none able to achieve Europa proximity 

for sufficient duration. Subsystem design concepts for a 3U CubeSat orbiter were presented, 

showcasing feasibility for all elements except propulsion concluding with an analysis of existing 

propulsion technologies capable of enabling a CubeSat probe to successfully execute the mission. 

 

Given Europa’s high scientific priority for planetary science and astrobiology, the infrequent 

nature of missions to the Jovian system and the opportunities for synergistic science through 

coordinated observation with Europa Clipper, the study authors recommend that NASA - JPL 

pursue this mission; whether by 6U CubeSat, orbital insertion module, or other micro-satellite 

architecture; allowing for required propellant mass and propulsion capabilities. The estimated 

opportunity cost for launching such a craft in conjunction with Europa Clipper given projected 

SLS launch costs is on the order of $50 Million; an insignificant sum in comparison to the $2.2 

Billion cost of the Europa Clipper mission. 

  

Beyond producing extremely valuable science, the proposed mission serves as a new paradigm for 

space exploration. A 6U CubeSat with a highly capable propulsion system provides a template, 

not only for missions to Europa, but Ganymede, Callisto and Io as well. Future missions might 

deploy similar spacecraft to Enceladus, Titan, Mimas, and beyond. In short, a nanosatellite with a 

focused, high impact payload and a propulsion system capable of orbital insertion could 

accomplish missions previously considered impractical, setting the stage for future achievements 

in deep-space exploration. 
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